a r t i c l e i n f o a b s t r a c t Constraint-based techniques can solve challenging problems arising in highly diverse applications. This paper considers the problem of virtual data center (VDC) allocation, an important, emerging challenge for modern data center operators. To address this problem, we introduce Netsolver, a system for VDC allocation that is based on constraint solving. Netsolver represents a major improvement over existing approaches: it is sound, complete, and scalable, providing support for end-to-end, multi-path bandwidth guarantees across all the layers of hosting infrastructure, from servers to top-of-rack switches to aggregation switches to access routers. Netsolver scales to realistic data center sizes and VDC topologies, typically requiring just seconds to allocate VDCs of 5-15 virtual machines to physical data centers with 1000+ servers, maintaining this efficiency even when the data center is nearly saturated. In many cases, Netsolver can allocate 150% − 300% as many total VDCs to the same physical data center as previous methods. Finally, we show how
Introduction
Constraint-based techniques, such as Integer Linear Program (ILP) and SAT modulo theory (SMT) solvers, play a key role in state-of-the-art approaches for solving challenging problems across a wide range of applications (see, e.g., [1] [2] [3] [4] ). In this work, we demonstrate how virtual data center (VDC) allocation, a prominent and increasingly important problem arising in the operation of modern data centers, can be tackled using a pair of high-performance constraints solvers: Gurobi [5] and MonoSAT [6] . We obtain substantial improvements in performance and functionality over previous VDC allocation techniques. Central to our results is the formalization of VDC allocation in terms of multi-commodity flows, allowing us to exploit the efficient handling of network-commodity flow problems in Gurobi and MonoSAT. We are the first to demonstrate that constraint solvers can be successfully applied to this setting at full data center scales (1000+ servers), while also improving on the state-of-the-art.
Fig. 1. (Top)
Example physical data center topology with three physical servers, two top-of-rack (ToR) switches, and two aggregation switches (AggSw). Circled numbers on links denote available bandwidth in Gbps. (Bottom) Example Hadoop VDC with one master (m) and three slave VMs (s1-s3) with a required throughput of 2 Gbps between each slave and the master (shown in circles). Each VM also requires a certain number of CPU cores and RAM. The problem is to find an allocation of the VDC to the physical data center, for example, as illustrated with the dashed lines. Note that s1 and m are mapped to the same physical server, while the virtual link m -s2 is allocated a multi-path route.
A VDC consists of multiple communicating virtual machines (VMs), each with individual server resource requirements (e.g., CPU or RAM), along with a virtual network of pair-wise bandwidth requirements between the VMs. The VDC allocation problem is to find a valid allocation of VMs to servers and links in the virtual network to links in the physical network. A valid allocation satisfies the compute, memory, and network bandwidth requirements of each VM across the entire data center infrastructure, including servers, top-of-rack (ToR) switches, and aggregation switches [7, 8] . Fig. 1 shows a simple instance of the VDC allocation problem and one solution.
Here, a virtual topology representing a 4-node Hadoop VDC (bottom) needs to be mapped onto a physical data center with three physical servers, two ToR switches, and two aggregation switches (top). The allocation is indicated with dashed lines. For example, the VMs for s1 and m are mapped to the same physical server and the virtual link s2 -m is allocated a multi-path route, in which each sub-path provides 1 Gbps. As we will discuss in Section 2, support for end-to-end and multi-path are two characteristics that distinguish capabilities of our tool, Netsolver, from prior tools.
In this work, we introduce Netsolver, 1 a constraint-based virtual data center allocation procedure that is scalable, sound, and complete, with support for end-to-end, multi-path bandwidth guarantees across all the layers of the networking infrastructure, from servers to top-of-racks to aggregation switches to access routers. Netsolver efficiently allocates VDCs with a dozen or more VMs to full-size physical data centers (with 1000+ servers), typically in seconds per allocation. Across a wide variety of data center topologies, Netsolver can allocate 150% − 300% as many total VDCs to the same physical data center as state-of-the-art heuristic methods, such as SecondNet's VDCAlloc algorithm [9] . Furthermore, Netsolver offers the flexibility and extensibility characteristics of a constraint-based approach. In realworld applications, DC operators often need to support additional constraints or optimization goals while allocating VMs (such as ensuring that certain VMs are placed together). We demonstrate that Netsolver can be easily extended to support additional VDC allocation constraints: VM affinity constraints, minimization of the total number of utilized servers, and constraints to load-balance allocations and avoid hotspots. This paper extends results previously published in [10] with significant new capabilities (Section 6), a new ILP-based solver back end (Section 4.1), and broadened experimental results (Section 5). Additionally, we have improved the overall runtime performance of Netsolver by ≈ 15% through the use of automatic algorithm configuration [11] (Section 5 and Appendix A), as well as upgrading the SMT solver (MonoSAT) from version 1.4 to version 1.6. We use Gurobi 8.1.0 (linux64, Python) for all experiments.
Related work
We now survey prior work with respect to features of VDC allocation that are relevant to modern data centers. As can be seen from Table 1 , all prior approaches have important limitations relative to the contributions of this paper. Table 1 A comparison of the features of contemporary sound VDC allocation algorithms and four recent VNE algorithms: GAR-SP/PS (and variant RW-MM), D-ViNE, and ASID, based on linear programming, mixed integer programming, and subgraph isomorphism detection, respectively.
Cicada [25] , and CloudMirror [8] use incomplete greedy heuristic algorithms that attempt to co-locate VMs of the VDC in the smallest physical DC sub-tree. Hadrian models VDC network allocation as a maximum flow problem, finding the shortest network path with sufficient capacity to carry each VDC's VM-to-VM traffic. 3 Pulsar [26] 
uses
Hadrian's VDC allocation algorithm and extends it to accommodate VM-appliances (such as SSDs and encryption devices). In contrast with this prior work, the constraint-solver-based approaches described in [21] and Netsolver are both complete: they are guaranteed to (eventually) find a feasible allocation if one exists. We will show in our experiments that completeness does not merely represent a theoretical benefit, but can translate into substantial gains in practical allocation capability. Netsolver is the first sound and complete VDC allocator that can be applied to any VDC and data center topology without simplifying abstractions. Multi-Path Allocations Many data centers use multi-path allocations to maximize bandwidth and to provide fault-tolerance and load-balancing [27, 28] . Lack of multi-path support in traditional L2/L3-based networks was a primary motive for data center operators to develop networking stacks with multi-path support [29] . There are now multiple efforts underway to eliminate this restriction, which include using architectures specifically designed for multi-path routing, e.g., BCube [30] , VL2 [31] , and making the data center networking fabric itself multi-path [32] . Despite the increasing importance of multi-path routing, to the best of our knowledge, there is only one previous VDC allocator that supports multi-path communication between VMs: HVC-ACE [15] , a sound but incomplete allocator that uses a hose-model for VDCs (we describe hose-models below). There are also several incomplete algorithms for virtual network embedding that have support for multi-path allocation for smaller physical networks with 50-150 servers [16, 18, 17] . Netsolver is the first sound and complete multi-path tool for VDC allocation. Multi-VM Allocations Some tools simplify VDC placement by assuming that the VMs in a VDC must all be placed on separate servers. For example, SecondNet [9] uses bipartite graph matching to assign VMs to servers; as a result, it can place only a single VM per server when allocating a given VDC. Similarly, VirtualRack's [20] virtual tree abstraction places each VM into a separate leaf node server. D-ViNE [18] uses mixed-integer programming to perform virtual network embedding, but their encoding does not support allocating multiple virtual nodes per server. In many cases, it can be advantageous to place multiple VMs on one server, since communication between the co-located VMs is cheap. Multi-VM placement is useful to take advantage of data locality between VMs and can be explicitly requested by a tenant. Conversely, a tenant may want single-VM placement for higher fault tolerance. For example, VMs hosting different database replicas can be assigned to different servers to decrease fate-sharing. Section 6 discusses a VDC used in a commercial setting that requires the multi-VM property as part of the tenant's request. By default, Netsolver performs multi-VM placement. However, Netsolver also supports anti-affinity constraints (as well as other advanced placement options, discussed in Section 6), which can be used to force some or all of the VMs in a given VDC to be placed on disjoint servers. Unrestricted Topologies Many VDC allocators simplify the problem, either by abstracting VDC topologies into simpler ones that are easier to allocate, or by restricting the physical data center to simpler topologies. For example, the abstraction-refinement encodings from [21] only apply to tree-topology data centers. Oktopus [13] abstracts VDCs into virtual clusters, which are VMs connected to central virtual switch in a star topology. VirtualRack [20] and HVC-ACE [15] use a less-restricted hose-model [33] abstraction for VDCs. A hose-model only allows one to specify aggregate, rather than pairwise, bandwidth requirements for virtual machines -that is, each VM is guaranteed a certain amount of ingress and egress bandwidth into the virtual network as a whole, but is not guaranteed to have any specific amount of bandwidth to any specific VM. Hose-models generalize the star-topology used in Oktopus, but cannot, for example, model virtual networks that include cycles or (non-trivial) trees. Netsolver is the first sound and complete VDC allocation approach that supports arbitrary VDC and data center topologies.
As observed by Ballani et al. [24] , VDC allocation is closely related to virtual network embedding (VNE) [34, 35] . The VNE literature, however, has focused on allocating virtual networks onto substrate networks that are representative of medium-sized ISPs, with 50-150 servers and few or no intermediate switches (e.g., recent VNE tools: GAR-SP/PS [16] , RW-MM-SP/PS [17] , D-ViNE [18] , ASID [19] , and [36] all fall into this range). In contrast, work on VDC allocation has typically focused on allocating to larger physical networks with topologies representative of typical data centers, often with thousands (or even hundreds of thousands) of servers, along with intermediate switches [9, 37] . Therefore, even though the problem definitions in the VNE and VDC literature often overlap, VDC tools have made different trade-offs to focus on scalability. We compare Netsolver to several representative VNE approaches in Section 5.4 and confirm that these tools perform poorly on typical VDC instances.
The multi-path VDC allocation problem
The problem we consider in this work is defined as follows. We are given the description of a physical network (PN) and a virtual data center (VDC). The PN is specified through a set of servers S, switches N, and a directed (or undirected) graph (S ∪ N, L), with capacities c(u, v) for each link in L. The VDC consists of a set of virtual machines VM and a set R ⊆ VM × VM × Z + of directed (or undirected) bandwidth requirements between those machines. For each server s ∈ S, we have CPU core, RAM, and storage capacity specifications, cpu(s), ram(s), storage(s), and for each virtual machine v ∈ VM, we are given CPU core, RAM, and storage requirements cpu (v) 
, ram(v), storage(v).
The objective in the multi-path VDC allocation problem is to find an assignment A : VM → S of virtual machines v ∈ VM to servers s ∈ S along with an assignment of non-negative bandwidth B u,v (l) to links l ∈ L for each bandwidth requirement (u, v, b) ∈ R, satisfying the following constraints:
• Local VM allocation constraints (L) ensure two properties: First, that each virtual machine is assigned to exactly one server:
Secondly, that each server provides sufficient CPU core, RAM, and storage resources to accommodate the requirements of all VMs allocated to it:
Resource requirements are modeled using integer values, and VMs do not share resources.
• Global bandwidth allocation constraints (G) ensure that sufficient bandwidth is available in the physical network to satisfy all bandwidth requirements between pairs of VMs. We formalize this by requiring that for all (u, v, b) ∈ R, the bandwidth assignments B u,v (l) must form a valid network flow with its source at the node that u is allocated in, A(u), and its sink at the node that v is allocated in, A(v). Further, we require that network flow to be no smaller than the required bandwidth b, and that none of the link capacities l in the physical network is exceeded: ∀l ∈ L :
Bandwidths are represented by integer values; bandwidth between VMs allocated on the same server is unlimited.
It has been previously observed [38, 39, 16, 18] that when allowing path-splitting, the global bandwidth allocation constraints give rise to a multi-commodity flow problem, which is strongly NP-complete even for undirected integral flows [40] . Conversely, any multi-commodity flow problem maps directly into bandwidth constraints above, establishing the NP-hardness of the multi-path VDC allocation problem [18] . 4 
NetSolver
Previous work on constraint-based virtual machine placement has drawn on techniques from two communities: integer linear programing (ILP), and SAT modulo Theories (SMT). In this section, we will describe how the VDC allocation can be implemented and efficiently solved using either Gurobi, a state-of-the-art Integer Linear Program (ILP) solver [5] , or MonoSAT, a SAT modulo theory (SMT) solver [6] .
Encoding multi-path VDC allocation in ILP
ILP solvers are commonly used for solving maximum flow and multi-commodity flow problems, and are widely cited in the literature for that use-case, across a broad range of applications (e.g., [41, 42, 25] ). CPLEX and Gurobi, for example, are able to automatically recognize properly encoded multi-commodity flow problems and handle them internally using special-cased techniques [43, 5] . The details of how these solvers handle flow problems are proprietary, but examples of such approaches are discussed in the literature (e.g., [44] ).
The local and global constraints L and G defined in Section 3 are directly expressible as integer linear programming constraints. We describe these fully below:
For each v ∈ VM and each s ∈ S, we introduce a binary variable A v,s to represent whether v is placed on s, and add constraints to enforce that each virtual machine is placed on exactly one server:
Then, for each of the three resource constraints (CPU, RAM, Storage) we enforce the resource constraints:
Together, the above constraints enforce the local constraints L.
Similarly, we directly encode the global constraints G as multi-commodity flow constraints: For each v ∈ VM, and each link l = (a, b) ∈ L, we introduce a non-negative integer variable B v,a,b , representing the bandwidth on link l on the physical data center originating from VM v. We then assert that for each link, the sum of all bandwidth originating from all VMs does not exceed the capacity of that link. 4 In principle, this multi-commodity flow problem can be solved efficiently via linear programming for real-valued flows, but this approach does not support the local VM allocation constraints. Approaches that express the global constraints as a linear program therefore either require an additional mechanism to perform local server allocation [16] or use mixed integer programming [18] . 5 Note: this constraint assumes that the links of the physical network are directed (e.g., full duplex). If the physical network has undirected links, we can instead enforce that the sum of the bandwidth in both directions on each link l = (a, b) does not exceed c(l). Next, we enforce the network flow constraints on the switches for each originating VM. Since VMs cannot be placed on switches, this simply enforces that the incoming flow equals the outgoing flow for each switch and each source VM:
Finally, we enforce the network flow constraints on each server. Here we add two extra terms that account for the flow entering the network at the server that the source VM is placed on, and the flow exiting the network at servers that destination VMs are placed on:
∀v ∈ VM, ∀s ∈ S :
Gurobi has the ability to incrementally re-solve a system of equations after changing the co-efficients. In the above equations, the constants that define the resource requirements and bandwidth requirements of the VDC, and that define the capacities of each physical server and link in the physical network, appear as constants. So long as there is a bound on the number of virtual machines per VDC, the same set of constraints can be re-used for subsequent allocations, after updating each of those constant values appropriately (for example, to subtract used bandwidth from the capacities of the links of the physical data center, or to alter the bandwidth requirements between two VMs). Our implementation makes use of this incremental solving capability when encoding successive VDC allocations; doing so results in a substantial performance improvement.
Encoding multi-path VDC allocation into SMT
In contrast to ILP solvers, SMT solvers have not traditionally been applied to large multi-commodity flow problems. As a result, techniques for handling network flow problems efficiently in SMT are less mature and require some additional discussion. In this section, we will describe how MonoSAT, a recently introduced SMT solver with support for single-commodity network flow problems, can be used to solve multi-commodity network flow problems in a practically useful way.
MonoSAT is a SAT modulo theory (SMT) solver that extends quantifier-free first-order Boolean logic with highly efficient, built-in support for a wide set of finite monotonic predicates [6] . MonoSAT is different from other SMT solvers in that it has built-in predicates for (single-commodity) s-t maximum flow. While this does not directly provide support for multicommodity flows, we will show that by expressing multi-commodity flows as a combination of single-commodity maximum flow predicates, we can use MonoSAT to solve large multi-commodity flow problems -a first for SMT solvers.
By combining this encoding for the global constraints G with a pseudo-Boolean encoding of the local constraints L, we are able to tackle the full multi-path VDC allocation problem in MonoSAT.
Intuitively, a finite monotonic predicate is a predicate for which increasing the value of its arguments can never change the value of the predicate from true to false, e.g., adding links to a network can only increase the connectedness of the network. MonoSAT supports many common graph constraints, such as reachability, shortest paths, minimum spanning trees, and maximum flows. MonoSAT also supports a subset of the theory of fixed-width bitvectors.
MonoSAT accepts formulas with one or more directed symbolic graphs, each of which comprises a fixed set of nodes and symbolic edges (u, v) . Each edge has an integer capacity, c (u, v) , which may be either a constant or a variable (a fixed-width bitvector). Finally, MonoSAT supports a number of common graph predicates, of which only one is relevant here: maxFlow s,t,G ≥ f, where G is a directed graph, s and t are nodes in G, and f is a constant integer or a bitvector term.
This predicate is True iff the maximum s-t flow in G, under assignment to the edge capacities associated with G, is greater or equal to f . As an example, consider the directed graph G shown in Fig. 2a , with variable integer capacities c (u, v) , and the formula in Fig. 2b . In this example, MonoSAT finds edge capacities that satisfy the constraints and also produces a flow satisfying the maximum flow predicate in Fig. 2c .
In the remainder of this section, we will first describe how we model integer-value multi-commodity flow in terms of the built-in maximum flow predicates supported by MonoSAT; then we will show how to use these multi-commodity flow constraints to express VDC allocation. More extensive discussion about MonoSAT can be found in [6, 45] . 
Multi-commodity flow in MonoSAT
While there are many obvious ways to encode multi-commodity flows in SMT solvers, the one we present here is, to the best of our knowledge, the only SMT encoding to scale to multi-commodity flow problems with thousands of nodes. As there are many applications to which SMT solvers are better suited than ILP solvers (and vice-versa), this SMT formulation has many potential applications beyond VDC allocation.
Given a directed graph G = (V , E), an integer capacity c(u, v) for each edge (u, v) ∈ E, and a set of commodity demands K , where a commodity demand i ∈ K is a tuple (s i , t i , d i ), representing an integer flow demand of d i between source s i ∈ V and target t i ∈ V , the integral multi-commodity flow problem is to find a feasible flow such that each demand d i is satisfied, while for each edge (u, v) the total flow of all demands (summed) is at most c(u, v):
We instantiate symbolic graphs G 1..|K | with the same topology as G. We set the capacities of each edge (u, v) (u, v) . Next, we assert that the capacities in each graph sum to no more than the original edge capacity: (u, v) . Together, these constraints partition the original capacity graph into K separate graphs, one for each demand. To complete the encoding, for each commodity demand (s i , t i , d i ), we use MonoSAT's built-in maximum flow constraints to assert that the maximum s i -t i flow in G i is at least d i .
In our formulation, we explicitly enforce only that the maximum s i -t i flow in G i is ≥ d i , as opposed to enforcing that the maximum flow is exactly d i . Notice that a flow that is greater than d i will necessarily contain a flow that is equal to d i , and that an exact d i flow can be easily recovered if necessary (e.g., with one extra application of any standard maximum flow algorithm). Alternatively, an extra, external 'source' node can be added to the graph, with exactly one edge of capacity d i leading to the original source node from this new, extra 'source' node. This will ensure that the maximum possible s i -t i flow is at most d i .
We implement our constraints in this way to improve the performance of the underlying constraint solver. In MonoSAT, it is typically more efficient to enforce one-sided (>, ≥, ≤, <) constraints, rather than two-sided (=, =) constraints. This is because all theory predicates in MonoSAT must be monotonic, and so equality needs to be implemented as two (individually monotonic) one-sided comparison atoms.
Multi-path VDC allocation in MonoSAT
In this section, we will show how the global and local constraints described in Section 3 can be encoded into Mono-SAT, and used to perform VDC allocation. As a running example, we will consider a small VDC and physical data center (Fig. 3) . These examples are much smaller than the ones we will consider in Section 5: In a typical application, the physical datacenter might have 1000s of servers, while the VDC might have 10-30 VMs.
The global constraints G (Section 3) can be encoded as a multi-commodity flow as described in the previous section, with up to |VM| 2 commodity demands (one for each bandwidth tuple (u, v, bandwidth) ∈ R). (u, v i , bandwidth i ) can then be replaced by a single commodity demand (u, w, i bandwidth i ). As there are at most |VM| distinct sources in R, this reduces the number of demands from |VM| 2 in the worst case to |VM| demands. 7 In our example from Fig. 3 , the VDC has 4 directed bandwidth requirements, but only two distinct bandwidth sources (VMa and VMc). So we can safely merge these 4 bandwidth requirements into two multi-commodity flow constraints. In cases where the VDC is undirected, we improve on this further by swapping sources and sinks in communication requirements so as to maximize the number of requirements with common sources. This can be done efficiently even for large networks by finding an approximate minimum-cost vertex cover of R (e.g., using the 2-opt approximation from [46] ).
We first construct an undirected graph of communication requirements, with an undirected edge of weight (u, v) = bandwidth for each bandwidth requirement and find an approximate minimum-cost vertex cover. Necessarily, each edge, and hence each communication requirement, will have at least one covering vertex. For each requirement (u, v, bandwidth) , if v is a covering vertex and u is not, we replace the requirement with (v, u, bandwidth) , swapping u and v. After swapping all uncovered source vertices in this way, we then proceed to merge requirements with common sources as above. For cases where the VDC is directed, we skip this vertex-cover optimization and only merge together connection requirements with the same (directed) source in the input description. Given this set of commodity demands, we construct an undirected (or directed) graph G consisting of the physical network (S ∪ N, L), and one node for each virtual machine in VM. If any VDC communication requirements (u, v i , bandwidth i ) have been merged into combined requirements (u, w, bandwidth i ) as above, we add additional, directed edges (v i , w) with capacity bandwidth i to G.
In our running example, we had two multi-commodity flow constraints, so we will construct two graphs (Fig. 4) , G1 and G2. For each v ∈ VM and each server s ∈ S, we add a directed symbolic edge e vs from v to s with unlimited capacity to G; this edge controls the server to which each VM is allocated. Next, we assert (using a cardinality constraint) that for each VM v, exactly one edge e vs is enabled, so that the VM is allocated to exactly one server: ∀v ∈ VM : s e vs = 1. Using the multi-commodity flow encoding described above, we assert that the multi-commodity flow in G satisfies (u, v, bandwidth) for each commodity requirement. The above constraints together enforce global constraints G; to enforce local constraints L, we use pseudo-Boolean constraints (using the efficient SAT encodings described in [47] ) to assert:
A satisfying solution to our running example, implementing all of the above constraints, is shown in Fig. 5 . 7 Converting a single-source, multi-destination flow problem into a single-source, single-destination maximum flow problem is a well-known transformation, and safely preserves the maximum possible flow to each destination.
Fig. 5.
A satisfying assignment to these constraints (showing only the edges that are assigned to 'true'). Notice that the e vs assignments must be the same in the two graphs. The capacity assignments c are each at least large enough to allow for the required flow between the assigned VMs (but may be larger than required, as is the case for c(T oR, S2)), and the individual capacities assigned to each edge across the two graphs sum to at most the bandwidth available on each edge of the data center (4, in this case).
Note that these encodings are novel contributions and critical to Netsolver-SMT's performance; however, they are empirically efficient only because MonoSAT (unlike other SMT solvers) has built-in support for network flow constraints. As we show next, carefully crafted encodings alone, such as the one developed in Z3-AR [21] , are not competitive. Instead, fundamental improvements in the constraint solver, such as the ones we use in MonoSAT, are necessary.
Reusing constraints
As with the ILP-based approach, it's important to use incremental solving in the SMT-based approach as well. The preceding discussion assumes that the VDC topology is constant and known in advance. However, in a real data center environment, it is typically the case that one will want to allocate VDCs of differing topologies. We briefly summarize here how we extend the above encoding to support this use case (which we will demonstrate in Section 5).
Many SAT solvers, including MonoSAT, support an 'assumption' mechanism [48] allowing for a formula to be repeatedly solved under multiple, differing restricted portions of the search space (that is, under an assumed set of assignments). In order to support allocating VDCs of differing topologies, without needing to re-encode the entire set of constraints in a new solver at each allocation (which would be prohibitively expensive), we initially encode a VDC topology that is the superset of all the VDCs to be allocated. Then, for each individual VDC to allocate, we use the assumption mechanism to temporarily disable portions of that superset VDC topology in the formula, such that only the edges corresponding to the current VDC to be allocated remain enabled in the solvers search space. In this way we can efficiently reuse the same solver to perform each allocation, while supporting VDCs of multiple sizes (as well as supporting the de-allocation of previously allocated VDCs).
Evaluation
We now present results from an extensive empirical evaluation demonstrating that our approach offers substantial advantages compared to state-of-the-art methods for VDC allocation. Specifically, we compare the performance of the ILP and SMT versions of Netsolver to that of SecondNet's VDCAlloc [9] -a seminal, sound VDC allocation algorithm with end-toend bandwidth guarantees -and the Z3-based abstraction-refinement procedure from [21] , which resembles our approach in that it makes use of a constraint solver (SMT). In each experiment, the algorithms repeatedly allocate VDCs to the DC until they are unable to make further allocations (or until a 1 CPU hour timeout is reached). This metric, the number of total VDC allocations, was also used in prior work [9, 21] and is important in practice, as it captures data center utilization. Except where noted, experiments were run on a server with a 2.40 GHz (10 MB L3 cache) Intel Xeon E5-2407 v2 processor with 8 cores across 2 NUMA nodes and hyperthreading disabled. The server uses Ubuntu 16.04.6 LTS with 96 GB RAM that is uniformly distributed (48 GB each) across both NUMA nodes. All experiments are limited to 80 GB RAM and 1 hour of CPU-time. No experiment actually consumed 80 GB of RAM.
SecondNet's VDCAlloc algorithm ('SecondNet', except where ambiguous) is an incomplete, heuristic-driven algorithm that can find VDC allocations for physical networks with hundreds of thousands of servers. As SecondNet is based on bipartite matching, it fundamentally cannot allocate more than one VM in each VDC to any given server. Furthermore, because it performs allocation in an incomplete, greedy fashion, especially in heavily utilized networks, it can fail to find a feasible allocation. As we will demonstrate, under many realistic circumstances, this happens quite frequently, leading to substantially lower DC utilization than can be achieved with a complete method, such as Netsolver.
The above-mentioned, constraint-solving-based work [21] introduced two approaches for performing single-path VDC allocation with bandwidth guarantees, using the general-purpose SMT solver Z3 [49] . Like almost all SMT solvers, Z3 has no built-in support for network flow predicates. Therefore, in order to use Z3 for VDC allocation, the global bandwidth [21] . Above, we report the median running time for allocating individual VDCs; below, we report allocations over time for two selected instances. SecondNet is in some cases an order of magnitude faster than Netsolver, and both are consistently much faster than Z3. In many cases, Netsolver makes substantially more allocations than SecondNet, with Netsolver-ILP outperforming Netsolver-SMT on larger instances. (All figures are in color in the web version of this article.) and connectivity constraints have to be expressed using a lower-level logical formulation. The first such encoding presented by [21] (which we call Z3-generic) can handle any data center topology but scales extremely poorly [21] . The second approach (which we call Z3-AR) makes use of an optimized abstraction-refinement technique; while substantially more scalable than the generic encoding, it is restricted to data centers with tree topologies. In preliminary experiments (not reported here), we confirmed that Z3-generic performed poorly, often failing to find any allocations within a 1-hour timeout on the benchmarks used in our experiments.
Comparison on trees from [21]
Our first experiment reproduces and extends an experiment from [21] , in which a series of identical VDCs is allocated one-by-one to tree-structured data centers, until the solver is unable to make further allocations (or a timeout of 1 CPU hour is reached). In this experiment, there are 6 VDC instances considered: three consisting of 9 VMs each, and three consisting of 15 VMs each. Each VDC has a unique, randomly generated topology. 8 We obtained the original implementation of Z3-AR from the authors for this experiment, along with a version of SecondNet they implemented with support for the tree-structured data centers considered here. In this experiment, the VDCs always have identical structure; this is a restriction introduced here for compatibility with the solvers from [21] . This restriction makes the experiment less representative of real-world use cases, and it also allows all three of the constraint based approaches (Z3-AR, Netsolver-SMT, and Netsolver-ILP) to avoid substantial costs that would otherwise be incurred to support changing VDC topologies. In our subsequent experiments, below, we will consider cases where VDC topologies are non-constant. Fig. 6 summarizes our results, showing the total number of consecutive VDCs allocated within 1 CPU hour. In Fig. 6a , we used the 200-server/4-cores-per-server physical data center from [21] . In Fig. 6b , we considered a larger data center with 2000 16-core servers. Fig. 6c 
We note that, although all three solvers perform similarly on the small tree-structured data centers (with SecondNet, being heuristic and incomplete, faster than Netsolver, and Netsolver faster than Z3-AR), on the larger data center, Netsolver-ILP greatly outperforms SecondNet and Z3-AR, often allocating two or even three times as many VDCs on the same infrastructure. In most cases, Netsolver-ILP performs better than Netsolver-SMT, but both versions of Netsolver scale to thousands of servers, with median per-instance allocation times of a few seconds or less per VDC. On instances with smaller VDCs, Netsolver-SMT tends to have both faster runtimes and more allocations than Netsolver-ILP, while on instances with larger VDCs, Netsolver-ILP performs substantially better than Netsolver-SMT, sometimes achieving more than double the allocations of Netsolver-SMT.
Comparison on FatTree and BCube from [9]
The second experiment we conducted is a direct comparison against the original SecondNet implementation (which we also used for all comparisons reported later). Note that the implementation of Z3-generic, and both the theory and implementation of Z3-AR, are restricted to tree topologies, so they could not be included in these experiments.
The SecondNet benchmark instances are extremely large -in one case exceeding 100 000 servers -but also extremely easy to allocate: the available bandwidth per link is typically ≥ 50× the requested communication bandwidths in the VDC, so with only 16 cores per server, the bandwidth constraints are mostly irrelevant. For such easy allocations, the fast, incomplete approach that SecondNet uses is the better solution. Accordingly, we scaled the SecondNet instances down to 432-1024 servers, a realistic size for many real-world data centers. For these experiments, we generated sets of 10 VDCs each of several sizes (6, 9, 12 and 15 VMs), following the methodology described in [21] . These VDCs have proportionally greater bandwidth requirements than those originally considered by SecondNet, requiring 5-10% of the smallest link-level capacities. The resulting VDC instances are large enough to be representative of many real-world use cases, while also exhibiting non-trivial bandwidth constraints. For each of these sets of VDCs, we then repeatedly allocated instances (in random order) until the data center is saturated. 9 Like most SAT-solvers, MonoSAT (and consequently, the SMT version of Netsolver) exposes a large number of parameters in the form of command line options that can affect performance, often in non-obvious ways. Previous research [50] has shown that for many important applications, choosing good parameter settings can have a substantial impact on performance. For this experiment, we used SMAC, a prominent, state-of-the-art general-purpose algorithm configurator [11] , to automatically search for a good configuration of Netsolver, resulting in a 14% decrease in average running time on these instances. We also used this configured version of Netsolver for the experiments on commercial instances shown in Fig. 8 , where it resulted in a 17% decrease in running time. Our training set for configuration consisted of a generated set of physical (BCube and FatTree) and virtual data centers, each differing in size or topology from the ones used for evaluating Netsolver in this section. Configuration was performed over a combined total of 1680 CPU hours. We provide further details on how we used SMAC in Appendix A. Fig. 7 shows the total number of allocations made by SecondNet and Netsolver on two data centers: (a) FatTree topology with 432 servers, and (b) BCube topology with 512 servers. For each data center, we also show the median CPU time required to allocate each VDC, in seconds. Further results can be found in the Appendix B, Table 8 . 10 
Comparison on commercial networks
The above comparisons consider how Netsolver compares to existing VDC allocation tools on several artificial (but representative) network topologies from the VDC literature. To address whether there are real-world VDC applications where Netsolver performs not only better than existing tools, but is also fast enough to be used in practice, we also considered a deployment of a standard Hadoop virtual cluster, on a set of actual data center topologies (see Fig. 8 ). We collaborated with the private cloud provider ZeroStack Inc. to devise an optimal virtual Hadoop cluster to run Terasort. 11 Each Hadoop virtual network consists of a single master VM connected to 3-11 slave VMs. 12 We considered 5 different VM sizes, ranging from 1 CPU and 1 GB RAM, to 8 CPUs and 16 GB of RAM; for our experiments, the slave VMs were selected at random from this set, with the master VM also randomized but always at least as large as the largest slave VM. The Hadoop master has tree connectivity with all slaves, with either 1 or 2 Gbps links connecting the master to each slave (as Fig. 1 VDC) . 9 Our intent in this experiment is to simulate an unpredictable online workload, in which allocation requests must be processed in the order they arrive.
An alternative that we have not yet explored would be to batch allocation requests, allowing one to re-order them heuristically, at the cost of increased scheduling latency. 10 In these experiments, all solvers are restricted to a single CPU core. However, as Gurobi supports parallel execution, we also tried running this experiment with Gurobi's multi-threaded support enabled, using up to 8 CPU cores. We found that the results were similar to those for single-threaded execution (and in particular, neither consistently better nor worse), so we report only the latter. 11 The Sort Benchmark Committee: http://sortbenchmark.org/. 12 Many industrial VDCs have fewer than 15 VMs; e.g., [51] states that 80% of Bing services use fewer than 10 VMs. Netsolver performs well with up to 30 VMs.
Fig. 7.
Total number of consecutive VDCs allocated by different algorithms and time required per allocation on FatTree and BCube topologies from [9] . Above, we report the median running time for allocating individual VDCs; below, we report allocations over time for two selected instances. See Table 8 for further results.
The physical data center topology was provided by another company, which requested to remain anonymous. This company uses a private cloud deployed across four data centers in two geographic availability zones (AZs): us-west and us-middle. Each data center contains between 280 and 1200 servers, spread across 1 to 4 clusters with 14 and 40 racks. Each server has been scaled down to 8 cores, 16 GB RAM, 20 Gbps network bandwidth (via two 10 Gbps links). The network in each data center has a leaf-spine topology, where all ToR switches connect to two distinct aggregation switches over 40 Gbps links each (a total of 2 links with 80 Gbps; one on each aggregation switch) and aggregation switches are interconnected with four 40 Gbps links each. For each cluster, there is a gateway switch with a 240 Gbps link connected to each aggregation switch. All data centers use equal-cost multi-path (ECMP) to take advantage of multiple paths.
A VDC is allocated inside one AZ: VMs in one VDC can be split across two clusters in an AZ, but not across two AZs. Tables 12-16 . 13 More generally, executing Netsolver on distinct physical network units, such as an AZ, improves its scalability. This also works well in practice, as modern data centers are modular by design. For example, one of the largest data center operators in the world, Facebook, designed its Altoona data center with over 100 000 servers using pods, with each pod containing fewer than 1000 servers [52] . We applied SecondNet and Netsolver in this setting, consecutively allocating Hadoop VDCs of several sizes, ranging from 4 to 12 VMs, until no further allocations could be made. Note that, in addition to using a realistic physical topology, the CPU/memory, bandwidth values, and the VDCs being allocated are all real-world VDCs derived from real Hadoop jobs. By contrast, previous experiments used artificial VDCs from the Z3-AR paper [21] . Again, we could not run Z3-AR in this setting, as it is restricted to tree-topology data centers.
In Fig. 8 , we show the results for the largest of these data centers (results for the smaller DCs were similar). As observed in our previous experiments, although SecondNet was much faster than either version of Netsolver, Netsolver's per-instance allocation time was typically just a few seconds, which is reasonable for long-running applications, such as the Hadoop jobs considered here. Again, Netsolver was able to allocate many more VDCs than SecondNet (here, 1.5-2 times Tables 12-16 for  further results. as many), across a range of DC and VDC sizes, including a commercial DC with more than 1000 servers. Moreover, with increasing virtual network size, Netsolver was able to allocate many more virtual machines, while respecting end-to-end bandwidth constraints. Often Netsolver allocated several times as many VDCs as SecondNet, and in extreme cases, it found hundreds of allocations, while SecondNet was unable to make any allocations (not shown for brevity). Similarly, keeping the virtual network the same size, but doubling the bandwidth requirements of each virtual machine greatly decreased the number of allocations made by SecondNet, while Netsolver showed considerably more robust performance in these more congested settings.
Overall, Netsolver was not only able to find many more allocations than SecondNet in this realistic setting, but Netsolver's median allocation time, 1-30 CPU seconds, shows that it can be practically useful in a real, commercial setting, for data centers and VDCs of this size. This provides strong evidence that Netsolver can find practical use in realistic settings where large or bandwidth-hungry VDCs need to be allocated. It also demonstrates the practical advantage of a (fast) complete algorithm like Netsolver over a much faster but incomplete algorithm like SecondNet: for bandwidth-heavy VDCs, even with arbitrary running time, SecondNet's VDCAlloc was unable to find the majority of the feasible allocations.
The experiments on BCube, FatTree, and the commercial networks reinforce our observations from the earlier experiments with artificial tree topologies: both versions of Netsolver improve greatly on state-of-the-art VDC allocation as compared to SecondNet or Z3. Further, the ILP version of Netsolver generally out-performs the SMT version, consistently finding 10% to 30% more allocations.
Comparison to virtual network embedding (VNE) approaches
In addition to the VDC allocation tools we considered above, we also compare to several state-of-the-art virtual network embedding tools, as implemented in the VNE testing framework ALEVIN [36] . We provide these comparisons mainly for reference, as the VNE tools we consider here were neither designed nor optimized for allocating to these large and sparely connected networks. As VNE algorithms are technically capable of performing VDC allocation, it is relevant to ask how they perform in this setting. However, it is also important to recognize that these experiments do not reflect how VNE algorithms might compare to VDC algorithms when applied to VNE instances. A more extensive discussion of the VNE literature is beyond the scope of this work, but we refer readers to [35] for a comprehensive survey. . Virtual Network Embedding (as implemented in the testing framework ALEVIN [36] ) applied to VDC allocation. The VNE solvers perform poorly in this setting, achieving a small fraction of the allocations that Netsolver-SMT or Netsolver-ILP achieves, while also running an order of magnitude slower.
The VNE experimental framework we tested [36] uses a GUI, and so we employed a (significantly faster) 3.4 GHz Intel Core-i7-2600K processor with 32 GB of RAM for these VNE experiments.
In Fig. 9 , we show two variants of the 'Greedy Allocation Resources' algorithm from [16] . The PS ('path-splitting') variant supports multi-path allocation, while the SP ('shortest-paths') variant does not. Both of these are greedy, incomplete, linear programming based algorithms, and are appropriate to consider as they are two of the fastest and simplest VNE algorithms from the literature. Unlike SecondNet, both of these algorithms do support allocating multiple VMs per server. We applied these algorithms to two of the largest (1200 servers) and smallest (280 servers) commercial topologies from the previous experiment, on the same VDC instances. 14 In Fig. 9 , we can see that these two VNE algorithms perform significantly worse than both SecondNet's VDCAlloc and Netsolver, in many cases finding less than a quarter of the allocations of either tool, and, in the case of GAR-PS (the path splitting variant), taking more than 10 times as much time to perform these allocations. We also tested several variants of three other families of state-of-the-art VNE algorithms from the ALEVIN framework: RW-MM-SP/PS [17] , DViNE [18] , and ASID [19] . Unfortunately, none of these were able find any allocations (within several hundred seconds). This strongly suggests that at least the VNE algorithms we evaluated are not sufficiently scalable for virtual data center allocation. Our findings here are consistent with those reported in [9] .
Allocation robustness
In the above experiments, we showed that across many conditions, Netsolver was able to make many (often hundreds) more allocations than SecondNet or Z3-AR. One may wonder whether these additional allocations are the result of Netsolver having a better ability to solve challenging allocations quickly (completeness and efficiency), or if Netsolver is somehow making "smarter" allocations early on that leave more space for later VDC allocations.
In the experiments where Z3-AR makes many fewer allocations (Fig. 6b) , Z3-AR's problem is excessively slow run times, allocating only a handful of VDCs in data centers with room for hundreds or thousands. In those cases, both Netsolver and SecondNet can make hundreds of further allocations starting from where Z3-AR was cut off.
The robustness question is more apropos versus SecondNet. We found conclusive evidence that good early allocations cannot be entirely responsible for Netsolver's performance, by observing that Netsolver can continue to allocate VDCs in cases where SecondNet can no longer make any further allocations. We repeated the experiments from Fig. 7 by first using SecondNet to allocate as many VDCs as it can into the data center. Then, starting from that already partially utilized data center, we used Netsolver to allocate further VDCs. The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 10 . Similarly to the earlier experiment, Netsolver can still allocate hundreds of additional VDCs starting from SecondNet's final allocation. Fig. 10 . Additional VDC allocations made by Netsolver-SMT (green) and Netsolver-ILP (blue), after SecondNet (red) has allocated its maximum number of VDCs. These experiments used the same VDCs and physical topologies as in Fig. 7 . In many cases, Netsolver allocated hundreds of additional VDCs after SecondNet could not make further allocations.
The most interesting comparison is between Netsolver-ILP and Netsolver-SMT. In this case, both solvers are quite fast, and both solvers are complete in the sense that they will find an allocation if one exists. Therefore, in the cases where both solvers could find no more allocations, the additional allocations for Netsolver-ILP must be due to Netsolver-ILP somehow finding "smarter" allocations. In close examinations of the output of some of our experiments, we indeed found this to be the case, with Netsolver-ILP packing early allocations more tightly, thereby consuming less overall bandwidth with the early allocations, whereas Netsolver-SMT makes more spread-out allocations that consume more overall bandwidth.
For example, consider one of the largest examples from Fig. 8 : 12 machine VDCs placed in the US-West 1 data center, with 1200 servers. Here, in the first 100 VDCs allocated by Netsolver-ILP, just 130 connections are to a top-of-rack switch, and just 71 connections pass between racks (for example, passing through gateway or aggregation switches). 15 As all VMs are placed on servers, and all servers are contained in racks, anytime that connected VMs in a VDC are placed on different servers, connections to the top-of-rack switch will be required. Similarly, anytime that VMs from a VDC are placed on multiple racks, connections between top-of-rack switches will be required. In contrast to Netsolver-ILP, Netsolver-SMT's first 100 allocations require 603 connections to the top-of-rack switch, and 449 connections between rack switches. We hypothesize that this is due to the different approaches to incremental solving in ILP and SMT: an ILP solver will typically attempt to re-use a previous solution, whereas an SMT solver's main re-use strategy is to retain learned clauses. Therefore, during the early, highly unconstrained phase of the experiments, Netsolver-ILP will tend to allocate VDCs repeatedly onto the same machines, packing them in more tightly, whereas Netsolver-SMT spreads the allocations more arbitrarily around the data center. This suggests an obvious way to tune Netsolver-SMT heuristically, but more generally, it suggests a direction to explore for improving incremental SMT solving.
Extensions
Because Netsolver is built on constraint solving, we can easily extend it to enforce constraints beyond the ones used for the basic VDC allocation problem. Using such additional constraints, we can deal with advanced aspects of VDC allocation that occur in realistic data center management situations. Here, we consider three such extensions: soft-affinity, server usage minimization, and no-hotspot (see Fig. 11 ). These constraints go beyond what previous VDC allocation algorithms support and represent substantially more challenging allocation objectives than standard VDC allocation. Technically, they are soft constraints, and Netsolver is not guaranteed to find optimal solutions with respect to them, but instead heuristically maximizes the degree to which they are satisfied. We now describe each extension and, as before, evaluate the number of VDC allocations and median per-VDC allocation time for Netsolver with each type of constraint. Since comparable VDC allocation techniques lack these capabilities, we do not compare to existing techniques. 
Affinity constraints
The first constraint we consider is an affinity constraint, consisting of a set of virtual machines in the VDC which should, if possible, be allocated to the same server (Fig. 11a) . This has been used in practice to substantially improve data locality in the context of cluster scheduling [53, 54] . While Netsolver provides good support for hard affinity and anti-affinity constraints (the virtual machines in the affinity set must or must-not be allocated on the same server), in many realistic settings, a soft affinity constraint may be more useful, so we consider the latter instead.
Formally, we consider one or more affinity sets A consisting of virtual machines {VM 1 , VM 2 , . . .}. The goal is to preferentially place VMs in A on the same servers. For each affinity set A, and each server s ∈ S, we add a new Boolean literal (0/1-integer variable), A s , which is true (1) if one of the VMs from A is assigned to server s, and false (0) if it contains no VMs from the affinity set, e.g.: In the case where there are multiple affinity constraints, we assume that they are provided in order of importance and enforce them lexicographically. The affinity constraints for the VDCs in our evaluation try to maximize the number of slave VMs that are co-located with the master VM (thus reducing network traffic by keeping the communication local to the server). Such a constraint is useful for our sample Terasort workload, as slaves can take advantage of data locality with the master, i.e., they can locally fetch generated raw data (to be sorted) and complete the Terasort workload faster.
Server usage minimization
Our second optimization constraint minimizes the total number of utilized servers (Fig. 11b) . A server that has no virtual machines allocated to it can be put into a low-power mode to save energy.
As in our experiments in Section 5, we assume a setting in which many VDCs will be allocated in consecutively (and sometimes deallocated). As we are considering repeated VDC allocation, at the beginning of each new allocation, each server may either already have some VMs assigned to it, or not. We want to preferentially allocate VMs to servers that already host VMs (from previous allocations), and minimize the number of VMs allocated to previously unused servers. This soft constraint can be enforced and optimized in much the same way as the (soft) affinity constraint, but has different semantics.
Formally, we introduce, for each server s ∈ S, two Boolean literals: U s and P s . The variable U s is true iff server s is used in the current allocation, i.e., it has at least one VM allocated to it, e.g., 16 MonoSAT internally implements optimization as a sequence of increasingly constrained decision problems, forming a binary search over bitvector or Boolean values.
Fig. 12.
Allocating Hadoop instances with the additional optimization constraints described in Fig. 11 . These optimization constraints are significantly more expensive to solve than the standard Netsolver constraints. We can see also that the ILP version of Netsolver generally performs substantially better than the SMT version.
for SMT. The variable P s is true iff s already had at least one VM previously allocated to it before the current VDC allocation. Then, we ask the solver to minimize the number of VMs used in this allocation that were not previously used:
In order to set P s for each server, we rely on some additional record keeping (outside the constraints). Before solving, we add the constraint (¬P s ) for each server s that previously had no VMs allocated to it, and the constraint (P s ) for each server s that previously had at least one VM allocated to it. 17 
Hotspot minimization
The final constraint we consider is balanced VM placement across all servers (Fig. 11c) . Such placement avoids data center hotspots where some servers consume much higher compute power as compared to others due to unevenly placed VMs. In personal communication, data center operators noted that no-hotspot placement improves overall reliability and reduces server failure rate. This is consistent with previous findings on data center operations [55] .
In no-hotspot placement, Netsolver avoids, during each VDC allocation, placing VMs on servers that are already heavily utilized. Formally, during each VDC allocation round, we want to minimize the number of utilized cores in the most utilized server (among those servers that received allocations during this round). Note that this is not exactly the opposite of utilized server minimization, since that constraint does not distinguish between highly and slightly utilized servers: 17 One could also consider a slightly simpler and logically equivalent formulation, in which the total number of utilized servers is minimized, rather than minimizing only the servers in the current allocation. Restricting the encoding to only consider the servers in the current allocation allows to avoid introducing an unbounded number of (mostly constant) variables into the solver.
In Fig. 12 , we show results for both versions of Netsolver extended with these three soft constraints, applied to the largest real-world data center topology (with 1200 servers), on the Hadoop VDC instances. In these experiments, Netsolver-ILP performed substantially better than Netsolver-SMT. For larger VDCs, Netsolver-SMT was unable to make any allocations at all for the server utilization constraints even in cases where Netsolver-ILP was able to find dozens or hundreds of allocations. 18 Overall, it is clear that applying any of these three constraints makes the allocation process significantly more expensive for Netsolver, and the costs of these extensions grow dramatically for larger VDCs. This is in contrast to our findings for the (unaugmented) VDC allocation problem, for which we found that Netsolver scales well to data centers with thousands of servers, and for VDCs with as many as 30 VMs. These constraints are important to many data center operators, and, to the best of our knowledge, Netsolver is the first VDC allocation tool (with end-to-end bandwidth guarantees) to support them.
Conclusions
We introduced a new, constraint-based VDC allocation method, Netsolver, for multi-path VDC allocation with endto-end bandwidth guarantees. Our approach differs from previous constraint-based approaches by making use of efficient network flow encodings in the underlying constraint solvers. Netsolver scales well to data centers with 1000 or more servers, while substantially improving data center utilization as compared to current methods. Notably, we have demonstrated that in several realistic settings, Netsolver allocates 3 times as many virtual data centers as previous approaches, with a runtime that is fast enough for practical use. We found that in most cases, the ILP Netsolver backend outperforms the SMT Netsolver backend, often achieving 10% to 20% more allocations while requiring half the time or less per allocation. In some cases, the ILP backend achieved two or more times as many allocations as the SMT backend. We also found that both versions of Netsolver greatly outperform the other approaches we compared to.
Netsolver overcomes major limitations of current state-of-the-art approaches for VDC allocation with hard bandwidth guarantees: Unlike SecondNet, our approach is complete and, as a result, is able to continue making allocations in bandwidth-constrained networks; unlike the abstraction-refinement techniques from [21] , Netsolver supports arbitrary data center topologies (as well as being much faster). Our constraint-based approach represents the first complete VDC allocation algorithm supporting multi-path bandwidth allocation for arbitrary network topologies -an important capability in modern data centers.
Finally, as Netsolver is built on-top of constraint solvers, it is easily extensible. We have demonstrated that it can handle additional VDC allocation constraints not supported by other approaches, yet relevant in practice, such as maximization of data locality with VM affinities, minimization of the total number of utilized servers, and load balancing with hotspot avoidance. While these constraints make VDC allocation substantially more challenging, our approach can still efficiently allocate VDCs with up to 15 VMs in realistic scenarios.
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center instances (varying the numbers of servers in each), as well as a set of 100 randomly generated VDC instances with 9-15 VMs. None of these instances are otherwise used in the experiments reported in this article. Mirroring our experimental setup described in Section 5, in each invocation of Netsolver-SMT by SMAC, Netsolver-SMT repeatedly allocates VDCs from that set of 100 (in random order) to one of the 80 data center topologies until the data center is saturated (or until a cut-off time of 10 000 seconds is reached). We then used SMAC to minimize the average runtime (treating timeouts as taking 10 times the cut-off time).
We performed 10 separate, independent runs of SMAC with different random seeds, each with a budget of 7 CPU days (for a total of 1680 CPU hours), resulting in 10 optimized parameter configurations. We then validated each of these configurations on a disjoint set of 80 data centers and a disjoint set of 100 VDCs (generated in the same way as the previously described training instances and not containing any of the instances used in our later experiments), selecting from those 10 configurations the one with the best performance on this validation set. This configuration of Netsolver-SMT was then used for the experimental results described in Section 5, Figs. 7 and 8, as well as Tables 8 and 12 . We found that, compared to running Netsolver-SMT with its default parameters, the configured version was able to solve the instances in Table 8 14% faster on average, and was able to solve the instances in Table 12 17% faster on average. Table 2 Experiments on data centers with tree topologies from [21] . This table shows the total number of VDC allocations (#VDC) and the total CPU time in seconds required by each algorithm to allocate those VDCs. Additionally, we show the minimum (Min), Average (Avg), median (Mdn) and Maximum (Max) CPU time in seconds per VDC allocation. Each algorithm was limited to 3600 seconds of CPU time; overtime data points are listed as >3600 s. The full experimental setup is described in Section 5. Results continue on following pages. Table 9 Continuation of 
Appendix B. Additional data on experimental results (Tables 2-16)

